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What makes a good story for 
the press?

The press is interested in stories that are 
local, topical, original, have a human interest 
element (such as a story of a life changed, 
or a well-known local figure supporting it) 
and are visually interesting. Thankfully, you 
have a great story in that world-renowned 
TV adventurer, Bear Grylls, will be fronting 
the first ever Global Alpha Invitation, sharing 
his untold story of his greatest adventure to 
faith and inviting the world to ask their unique 
questions by trying Alpha. 

Newspapers, magazines, radio and television 
may come to a story from slightly different 
angles but the following rules generally apply. 
What a newspaper and magazine editor is 
looking for:

• Groups of churches doing things together.
• Good local personal stories.
• A local angle that relates to your area but 

links with what’s happening nationally.
• Something that non-churchgoing readers 

will find interesting.
• A good picture with caption—this really 

does make an enormous difference (since 
the press release is embargoed until 1 
September 2016, feel free to use any of 
the invitation images with Bear Grylls to 
accompany the story).

• Speedy and reliable access to the right 
contacts.

• Attributable facts and quotes (current Alpha 
statistics, etc.).

How to get a story into the 
press?

Be proactive—it is estimated that 50% of 
stories that appear in the press are the result 
of public sending in the stories.

Get to know your local press. Look at 
their reader profile, the area they cover and 
the types of stories they report on. Try to 
build a personal relationship with local press 
contacts, such as reporters, picture editors 
and news editors, so you can let them know 
whenever you have a story of interest. 

Send a press pack, including the press 
release. We have prepared a press pack 
about the invitation for you. If you would like 
to make it more localised, please use the 
template in Appendix 1. Ensure the press 
pack is sent to the right person (telephone to 
ask the name of the person to whom it should 
be sent).

Make phone contact to follow-up on the 
story after you’ve sent it out. It’s generally 
best to contact editorial offices between 
the hours of 10am-1pm and 2pm-3pm). 
If necessary, explain the story simply and 
concisely, emphasising why you think it’s 
newsworthy (remember to think locally). If the 
journalist expresses no interest, thank them 
and try another publication (if there is one). 

You may get requests for an interview with 
Bear. Bear has already been extremely kind in 
giving up so much of his time to support the 
Global Alpha Invitation. In almost all cases, 
you will need to send a polite decline. Thank 
them for their request and explain that Bear 
would love to have been able to contribute 
but sadly he sends his apologies as he is 
inundated at the moment. However, if you 
receive a highly strategic request please 
contact us at comms@alpha.org.

How to invite the press to my 
Alpha launch event?

• Ensure the event is something the press will 
want to attend.

• Four weeks prior to the event: identify the 
local press you want to invite.

• Two weeks prior to the event: post or 
email an invitation to your event and a press 
release to the press. Keep it simple but 
make sure you give them details of what is 
being launched, the day of the launch, the 
time, location (with directions of how to get 
there and parking) and the timetable of the 
event. Give them details of any local figures 
or celebrities who will be attending and let 
them know if there will be an opportunity to 
do an interview.  

• Three to four days prior to the event: ring 
the press you have invited to check that it is 
in their diary and try to get the name of the 
person who will be attending. 

• On the day: make sure that your event 
is easy to find and clearly sign-posted. 
Designate a member of your team to 
welcome the press, to host them and to 
answer any questions they may have.  

• Where appropriate, give journalists 
opportunities for interviews with your Alpha 
National Director/church leader/local people 
with interesting Alpha-related testimonies. 
Ensure all interviewees are properly briefed, 
see ‘Interviews with the media’ on the next 
page.  

• Where appropriate, provide photo 
opportunities to encourage editors to use 
the material. 

• After the event: email the press who 
attended to thank them for attending and to 
ask if they need more information or would 
like any of the photographs you took. Also 
be sure to send a press release and your 
own photographs to the local media who 
were unable to attend. 
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How to handle interviews with 
the press?

Decide who your spokesperson is who will 
coordinate any media interviews. Prepare as 
much information in advance as you can and 
ensure all interviewees are thoroughly briefed. 
The following will help: 

Key messages: Always try to weave these 
into your answers—often more than once to 
reinforce them. These should include:
• Alpha is an opportunity to explore the 

meaning of life and is run by churches of all 
denominations.

• TV star Bear Grylls is fronting a global 
campaign to invite people to try Alpha and 
ask their unique questions (having done 
Alpha himself).

• X number of Alphas are currently running in 
your country. 29 million guests have done 
Alpha worldwide in 169 countries.

• Check out Alpha.org/COUNTRY and try 
Alpha.

Make your interview interesting to the 
journalist. Keep in mind your target Alpha 
guest audience as you think about what 
sort of questions you might be asked. Try 
to prepare by reading a back copy of the 
publication, or a piece written by the same 
journalist, or by watching/ listening to the 
same programme.  

Provide interesting facts, figures and 
examples. Support answers with relevant 
facts (we recommend preparing a local 
Alpha fact sheet beforehand; please refer 
to Appendix 1). Tell stories about your 
experience with Alpha and anecdotes of 
people who recently attended Alpha (with their 
permission).

Build on the journalist’s questions to 
communicate your own messages, by 
saying, e.g., “Let me answer that briefly by 
saying... but what I really want you to know 
is...”

Avoid commenting on other religions 
and theological and controversial issues, 
particularly anything that will divide church 
opinion.  

Do not over-answer questions. Stick to 
positive themes and only say things that you 
want to be reported. ‘Off-the-record’ does not 
exist however well you know the reporter.

Be honest. This goes without saying, if asked 
a direct or difficult question always tell the 
truth. The reporter may have the facts and any 
discrepancy will be damaging. 

Don’t use jargon or Christian terminology, 
e.g. ‘born again’, ‘testimony’, ‘came to 
Christ’, ‘gave my life’ or ‘share my faith’—your 
audience will not understand any of it.

Follow-up. Always thank the reporter for 
their interest and you may even want to send 
a thank you note if your story was printed. If 
they have been really enthusiastic, keep in 
touch and let them know how Alpha is doing.

What if the press coverage isn’t 
what I expected?

We highly encourage setting up Google alerts 
after you’ve sent out your press release so 
that you will be kept informed of where the 
story is being picked up.

It is always best to prevent problems rather 
than having to deal with them, but from time 
to time the media will choose to concentrate 
on the least helpful aspect of a situation. 
Being prepared for this is the best line of 
defence.

Your National Alpha Office is available to 
advise and to deal with any particularly 
difficult media situations. The following are 
some general principles which will help should 
a difficult situation arise:
                             
• Never say ‘no comment’ if confronted 

by the press (the media tends to draw its 
own conclusions), but don’t get drawn 
into speaking off-the-cuff or reacting. It is 
perfectly acceptable to say, “I am afraid 
I can’t say anything now. I will phone 
you back” or to agree to an interview or 
telephone call at a time that suits you.

• Do not alienate the press—give them 
as much information as you can. Try to 
supply the how, why, what, where and who 
of a story. Obviously some facts may be 
sensitive and should not be disclosed to the 
media.

• Never cover-up.
• Try to focus on any positives in the 

situation.

Media Enquiries
We appreciate that you will be able to answer questions from local and 

regional journalists about Alpha in your area, but if there are any questions 
that you cannot answer, please contact your National Alpha Office or email 

us at comms@alpha.org.
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Appendix 1

Putting together a press pack of information for the local press

We have prepared a press pack about the invitation for you that includes a press release. If you would like to make it more localised, kindly note 
that it should include:

• Contact details of your spokesperson whom the press could contact with enquiries.
• Local Alpha fact sheet with details of how long Alpha has been running locally; how many churches and denominations are running Alpha; how 

many people have done Alpha; what events are planned; how Alpha has affected your church or community; other interesting information.
• Details of Alphas running in the area and Alpha launch events planned.
• The Global Alpha Invitation 2016 with Bear Grylls materials and Alpha branding, so that people recognise that your Alpha is part of the global 

invitation.  
• A brief summary of potential interviewees (e.g. your Alpha National Director, church leader or local people with interesting personal Alpha-

related stories)—always gain their permission beforehand.
• Captioned photographs or details of where they can take a good photograph (e.g. at an Alpha launch event).

Global Alpha Invitation press release template

[Date]

Heading—Insert the key feature of your story, it could be one of the following:
• [NUMBER OF CHURCHES] CHURCHES IN [YOUR AREA] JOIN FORCES IN GLOBAL ALPHA CAMPAIGN.
• EVERYONE IN [YOUR AREA] IS INVITED TO DRINKS / SUPPER [INSERT YOUR LAUNCH EVENT DETAILS] AT [INSERT YOUR UNUSUAL 

VENUE] TO LAUNCH ALPHA IN [YOUR AREA].
• [NAME OF LOCALLY KNOWN SPEAKER] TO SPEAK AT EVENT IN [INSERT YOUR EVENT VENUE] TO LAUNCH ALPHA IN [YOUR AREA].
• [NAME OF RECENT ALPHA GUEST] TELLS OF HOW THEIR LIFE HAS CHANGED THROUGH COMING ON ALPHA.

Over [xxx] churches in [your area] are set to run Alpha this Spring/Summer/Autumn/Winter and will be [insert advertising activities planned] 
inviting people to launch events in [specify where: churches, homes, halls, pubs and restaurants]. The launch events are designed to introduce 
local people to Alpha.  

Alpha is a series of sessions exploring the Christian faith, typically run over eleven weeks. Each talk looks at a different question around faith and 
is designed to create conversation. Alpha is run all around the globe and everyone’s welcome. It runs in cafés, churches, universities, homes, 
bars—you name it. No two Alphas look the same, but generally they have three key things in common: food, a talk and good conversation. 
      
Since 1992 when it first started running in the UK, Alpha has seen astonishing growth. It is estimated that 29 million people have now tried Alpha 
in 169 countries. Alpha is free and open to everyone.

Churches in [your area] are joining in the first ever global Alpha advertising campaign. This year, it features world-renowned TV adventurer, Bear 
Grylls, and his greatest adventure—finding a simple faith in God through Alpha. Our aim is for people to be impacted by Bear’s story and be 
persuaded to try Alpha themselves. Invitation materials include postcards, posters, banners, digital media, a radio ad and a campaign video. The 
designs are based around Bear Grylls and his challenge to #TryAlpha. 

For further information, contact: [local contact] or visit alpha.org.


